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Overview
The marketing system of God Big Data has the function of collecting massive amounts of

data from the Internet. By application of AI technology, we perform multi-platform data

extraction and analysis to establish a personalized recommendation model that able to used

in predict customer needs and suit to commercial purpose, thereby segmenting the

customer base. We will approach to all level of societies accurately with original content that

perform in innovative format to achieve monetization. One to mention is, the importance of

data relevancy and non-relevancy, timeliness have great impact on one-to-one marketing.

Once published, the feedback can be collect and adjust according to the real-time effect,

which can maintain sustainable management for the industry.

Name Big data marketing

Nature Provide customer resources directly and convert data into money

Characteristics The intelligent machine learning of data collection and analysis combined

with transmission technology

Recommendation Various targeting technologies for precision marketing

Value The value of big data is not in quantity, but emphasize in “use” and “how to

apply” to maximize the benefits.

Evaluation We do what our customers want under normal and reasonable requirements.

Platform Big data asset intelligent technology and film production

Definition
Big data marketing that subverting the traditional operations -

Big data is closely related to precision marketing, it also called as big data marketing. The value of big data marketing

is relevant to the collection of data, analysis and transmission technology. The precision push has an interactive effect

on big data marketing, which is also the basis for various targeting implementations. The main purpose is to deep

mining the target customers for enterprise, achieve data integrity, timeliness of deliveries, security and form of

presentation. We also ensure our accuracy of analysis on vast amount data population to group and cluster as an

insight into the user’s consumption ability, interest tendency and demand in order to achieve timely, accurate and

effective dynamic positioning. The big data marketing can create huge commercial value by: 1. Data-driven decision-

making to improve the success rate of forecasting. 2. Use data to improve the return on investment ratio of the entire

management process and industry chain. 3. Innovate in business models, products and services with data and

discover new needs. Therefore, every parties are required to emphasize the individualized needs and specific levels of

the target market. Precision push has the biggest impact on big data marketing and the various targeting method

enhance the result and effect of precision. In short, big data marketing is not an advertisement, it is a commercial

exploration that directly finds a source of customers and monetize it.



Process
According to our big data marketing equipment and database, we can take the lead in selecting specific target

consumers based on the products of the enterprise and promote in the form of one-to-one or mass push by

graphics or video according to time and region. We make useful precision marketing to consumers who intends or

needs under various targeting method. Then, we monitor to the promotion by integrating the push effect.

Principle
Nowadays, the total amount of Internet information is growing rapidly. The online search, access, transactions,

socialization, etc of consumers generate a large number of data, intermediate data and unstructured data. With the

rising of big data and cloud computing, how the companies intercept these data? How to extract useful information,

potential value and future value from these astronomical data. How to make use of these data to create products that

fulfill the needs of consumers, identify target markets and target objects for corporate services, and propose various

strategies for the industry? The enterprise as the implementers and beneficiaries of product promotion need to attract

the attention of the masses, therefore God Big Data combines big data and AI technology to implement personalized

tracking analysis for all online behaviors, and make matching and sorting by relating to the product characteristics of

the enterprise or industry at the same time. This is the completely new and different marketing concept, which is, get

the answer at first and make strategies based on the answer, this had successfully verified in every industry.

The Initiative of Big Data Marketing
In the cutthroat market competition and Internet shocks, the old business framework and the legacy media which

totally passive in waiting for view, sales and browsing with one-off broadcast while the users access to social media,

website also restricted and manipulated. The appearance of big data marketing enable accurate and efficient

personalized promotion which grasp the users’ subsequent behaviors in real time. This is the key technologies that

lacked by websites, print media, television and radio and makes big data marketing become urgent need and

welcomed in market. Big data marketing not only save costs, manpower and material resources, but also improve the

accuracy of marketing, reduce business links, and invisibly increase profitability for enterprises. The technical

advantages of God Big Data also bring back the attention of the masses from the spam, flooded messages and push

the info with one hundred sets of virtual machines. This is to ensure the content appears in the face of the

consumers that enterprise wants in order to solve the problem of the publicity expenses consumed by the legacy

media and limitation in exposure of new media. This is because no matter how good the product, if the

promotion cannot be properly transmitted to the public was equal to invalid publicity.

In addition, the backward method of the market questionnaire always

appear deviation or even misleading due to the subjective and partial

sampling survey of the consumer. Although most of the companies

mastered a large amount of inner data such as basic information and

transactions of the customer, however the stagnant marketing skills does

not allowed them to collect the valuable data from in or out of industry and

still stuck in the rules of the past business. At present, God Big Data had

access to a variety of external data, with more and newer dimensions. If the

internal data is used in cross-over with external data, it can create greater

liquidity for the enterprise. The more comprehensive and completion of

customer information, the more reasonable and objective the data analysis

becomes. The application of artificial intelligence to establish a big data

marketing system is an important marketing basis for the corporate world.



Stage

Task

Summary of Realization
1. User attributes: comprehensively collect each user’s online behavior record, label each different character and

basic attributes, as a customized support for different categories.

2. Big Data Recommendation System: Based on our technical strength and initiative in big data marketing, we can

recommend the best personalized products to users, such as recommending each customer’s desired products and

helping customers find the most suitable corporate services, to strengthen consumption rates. If enterprise able to

understand the main customer characteristics and expectations before the production, then they will able to lead the

market with the new product and meet customers’ need.

3. The forecast for value of demand: If enterprise able to find the customer group that is most likely to purchase it

before the new product is released, it will be able to improve the product response rate. Precise positioning of

customer value, and then develop different recommendation guidelines based on customer value level. By

calculating the actual business benefits generated by customers using their products, enterprise will be able to

improve the user experience, fully understanding the contribution of each customer and the situation after using the

products, and making timely monitoring, and even tracking for competitors to face the counterattack of opponents.

Make use of industry benchmarking, evaluation of the matrix, etc., to provide administrators with decision support

1. It can help the company to reach the target and generate business survey report to provide the overall

recommendations for company.

2. Integrate peer and peripheral data, and develop various types of customer labels and planning documents

according to the needs of the enterprise, and implement the management of the user’s classification.

3. Create a personalized product recommendation structure based on user identification. Including a series of

technical projects such as personalized calculus, model comparison, analysis and positioning of customers with

specific needs and targeting this group to achieve the purpose of stimulating consumption.

4. Predict customer supply and demand and modeling for customer value to improve the application model of big

data marketing system. This is to interpret respective consumption habits, preferences and unique purchasing

propensity through user data, as one-to-one customized product push to reach expected sales performance.

5. Go online with big data marketing models such as user attributes, personalization, and customer value forecasts.

Complete marketing closed-loop optimization to increase the conversion rate of the sales funnel.

6. Data-driven products, emphasizing product characteristics at the design stage, as an iterative innovation before

operation, to improve success rate of decision-making.

Through the requirements of business marketing, we can use a variety of data sources to analyze customer behavior

through machine identification models, gain insight into future market directions and user needs, mine for potential

customers, and achieve accurate services for big data marketing to increase the customer satisfaction and customer

stickiness.

Based on big data analysis and early anticipation, different promotion decisions can be made for different customer,

product and channel characteristics. This has great significance for understanding the new market and grasping the

direction of the economy. In order to complete the continuous marketing plan, the conditions for building a big data



Technology
The project is modeled by three parts: user portrait, big data recommendation system, demand forecasting and

customer value. The algorithm and model library provided by machine learning and intelligent generation platform

to exercise development and experiment.

Selection for Label
The customer label mainly includes customer basic attributes, customer grade label, customer interest label,

customer consumption label, customer lifetime value label, customer potential demand label, etc. More than 100

kinds of commercial labels are available for enterprises to choose, and the operator can also apply for data

analysis or product content deliveries by a third-party agent.



2 Hand Over Your Business to Machine

Learning Platform

There are many products in the market, and the replacement speed is faster. This lead to the customers can’t find

out the products they want immediately from various products in market. Therefore, it is necessary to build an

automatic recommendation model, according to the requirements of the business owner at the right time and

the right place for the right person in the right way to recommend the right product for consumers.

Assign various product recommendation services to machine learning modeling, and use artificial intelligence to

improve product browsing rate and purchase rate. For example, if the owner schedules a task to push a

designated task, or captures a person who is interested in something at a certain time in the search, the owner

can take the opportunity to introduce the desired product to the customer through a suitable channel. We use

the historical data to train the machine and predict the probability of the customer’s next purchase. Then the

model predicts and arrange the products that welcomed or responded mostly by users, then selects the most

popular products for customers to purchase.

Smart Generation Recommendation

2.1 Enterprise Must Determine Business Objectives

1. How large is the market?

2. Confirm the time and location?

3. What type of object is it?

4. What purpose? interest?

5. What additional requirements do the business owner have?

6. What kind of effect does the enterprise pursue?

The business owner able to decide the targeting according to needs.

Applicable areas:

i. Industries ii. Finance iii. Industry 4.0 iv. Internet v. Internet of Things vi. E-commerce



2.2 Points of Attention for Big Data Marketing
Before constructing a product recommendation model, it is required to accumulate enough data on user behavior

and feature to justify the customer’s preferences and purchasing habits to achieve a better understanding of the

user’s self-characteristic. In the operation, may encounter similar consumer groups, they may like similar products,

have similar preferences, also might have the intention of continuous purchase. The customer’s spending ability may

determine what grades of products they can buy. Therefore, God Big Data requires the following data to prepare for

various precise targeting:

1. Basic attributes of customers: According to customers’ sex and gender, age, geography, education, income, etc.,

as well as online consumption records of users, special data sources to segment the population by label, and then

make appropriate matches between various products and customers to make customized marketing to these

groups.

2. Basic attributes of products: product overdue rate of return, product cycle rate, brand crisis monitoring and early

warning, management risk level, allowing enterprises to cope with the emergence of crisis in advance. Even start

tracking system, collecting negative comments and identifying key players and their pathway to protect corporate

reputation and product interests.

3. Time when customers purchase products: When to buy? what to purchase? how much to spend to assess

customer value and spending power.

4. Customer grading management support: It can absorb or convert the company’s rival customers into their own

customers. For those public content and interactive records on the Internet, fans, members and friends can also be

converted into company users and activated into enterprise asset value.

5. Key customer screening: Find out who is the most valuable customer of the company. With big data, we can judge

what the things public care about and related to business, thus helping the company to target key users.

6. Maintaining customer relationships: Recalling centrifuges and retaining loss old customers can help companies

identify individual users and respond to customers of different loyalties, and implement special treatment services as

2.3 Predicting the Relevance of the Next

Purchase Time
With vast amount of data, there are still some cannot be directly use, such as the customer’s secret payment

information, transaction items, consumption information at the isolated time without any reference meaning, so we

can predict the next purchase by calculating the time gap between each time of purchase to find out its relevancy

for marketing.

User Consumption Information - According to experience, customers are very susceptible to changes in external

factors before purchasing a product. When there is highest pursuit in consumer, we need to capture customer’s real

thoughts immediately. Therefore, it is necessary to extract the short-term consumption times of customers in the

past one month or three months from the customer’s past purchase combined with the internal data of the

company, as a probability to predict the future purchase of a certain product by the customer at a certain time. By

extending the dimension of time, we can know the user’s behavioral trajectory, for example, in a relationship,

marriage, childbirth, and then recommend relevant product content, to maintain the relationship of marketing for a

long time.



3. Modeling and Optimization

for Demand Forecasting
“Customer Lifetime Value” – means the sum of the revenue that each customer may bring to the business in the

future. Research shows that, the contribution of customers to corporate profits can be divided into entry period,

growth period, maturity period and recession period.

The following are empirical suggestions from countless cases,

divided into three levels.

In the first “coverage push”, the main purpose is to retrieve the market effect, attract new customers and promote

brand. When the more people see it, the more they can identify the product and raise in sales. When collected the

funds, second promotion will began to gain more profits, once stopped, new users will be lost gradually. This

phase does not need to promote in certain target group, but in purpose to collect data, analyzes, filters valuable

customers for next round and makes market assessments.

The second is to continue the effect from the first phase, that is, combination of various sources of data and

separate according to the categories such as basic information, preferences, behaviour and make promotion

according to the categories. Through tracking, we able to capture high-quality customers, to circle the scope and

preferences of the desired customer group as marking for business positioning.

The third phase is collection of prospective customers, together with the most frequent visitors in the past, to

detect user data for provide a more appropriate recommendation of product. From the social feedback, we

repeated to promote the interested users to let them influence their friends around in multiple time.

In order to facilitate the modeling of customer lifetime value, when completing these three procedures, it is

necessary to calculate the customer’s purchase value, whether it can bring the revenue to the company and set the

time for future marketing about half a year or one year.

Therefore, the forecast can be divided into the value of predicting whether the customers will have interest in the

next stage and predict the purchase behavior, and how much value they will contribute.

Therefore, when God Big Data divided customers into categories, it can better estimate the consumption ability of

customers. For the old customers, we can extract their historical purchase characteristics and predict the value of

the products, amount and sum they will purchase in the next time. For new customers, we can follow up on their

careers and income to judge the value of the products they purchase. And we have found a fact that the number

of times the customer has access to the Internet and the search rate has increased rapidly before the purchase

period. We only need to use the “network tracking technology” to extract users or “crawlers” to evade the

company’s intended candidates and determine what they interested in. According to the demand forecasting

model, the lists of new customers are most likely to purchase will be generated, and then the company’s business

personnel conduct offline substantive services to increase market effectiveness. Everything has to be done step by

step, haste makes waste.



3.1 Customer Value Forecast
The predictive variable can be further estimate from the two-category variable to the predicted continuous

consumption value on purchase value of the demanding customer. The predicted value is based on the business

performance from one to three months and the total amount purchased by the customer in a cycle, and the value

and future value of the product purchased based on current stage of the customer are calculated, that is, the

customer value of the next stage is predicted. The purpose is to determine whether the customer will be lost, in

continuous purchase or in the stable stage. The current value is the volume of transactions in the first three

months. Customers who will be lost can regularly give discounts, exercise new arrivals and other activities to

attract them. Appropriate guidance for customers who are interested in purchasing, continuous promotion several

times, draw back to customers, promote the relationship between customers and suppliers, and do zero-distance

sales. Save money on budgets without the need for intermediaries and agents. Then we will search for potential

customers who are helpful to the business. The reason is that resources are limited. In case of shortage of

supply, we must first monopolize them. After promotion, we can pay more attention to those who look through

but no respond.

3.2 Estimated Results
Big data means big sales, the more comprehensive and completeness of the data, the better the results.

The purpose is to improve the marketing accuracy of the enterprise. With the continuous increase of new

customers, each product is innovated. Under the real-time big data marketing platform, the “blind” marketing

approach that company previously adopted changed into cater with different needs of customers. This will

improve the marketing success rate of products, reduce the costs promotion and operating. The success rate for

newly launch product much higher than those who rely on expert experience. Because data is the evidence

which guarantee for real traffic.

At the same time, it has increased the number of customers acquired. The big data marketing system provides

insight into the potential needs and interests of customers and improves the accuracy of the company’s target

audience. We choose the company’s customers from millions of users. Through the machine learning model, we

able to find the consumer groups that are most likely to purchase products, and then optimize the response rate

through various channel of marketing. Compared with the promotion in traditional media and general website,

big data marketing able to cover about 81% of domestic customers, or make one-to-one influence to everyone

or any device. It is characterized by accuracy, efficiency and pertinence.

By building a precision marketing solution based on big data, God Bid Data provides insight into each user's

behavior, needs, characteristics and preferences, helping companies to understand customers, creating

personalized recommendation systems and building customer value prediction models for sustainable

marketing.



Operation Concept of Big Data Marketing

Data management technology platform

Our resources also your customers sources.

Through the comprehensive integration of all parties’ data, the application of machine modeling will segment

the population, establish an automated marketing model, plan comprehensive and in-depth data insight and

intelligent management, able to instruct the industry to make decision-making for promotion and optimization.

On the one hand, it can help those in need, and the resources are arranged according to the types of the

demographic. On the other hand, multi-dimensional qualitative technologies such as demographic targeting can

be selected to help the enterprises to target the groups accurately. It form a monetization guide based on

promotion group and highly conversions.

As an open online marketing market that can connect big data marketing with the industry, there is certain level

of uncertainty about high-quality media resources. Because it may not be comprehensive enough, the amount of

display cannot be guaranteed and the transaction bring to enterprise in advance. It is only a prediction and

expectation.

Email: godbigdata@gmail.com

The content of this proposal is for reference only and we have the right to modify any item.

3.3 Quality Service

Third-party data development vendor

Create intangible wealth “resources” for enterprise

One-stop “data-making” intelligent operation. We provide enterprises with timely, customer-oriented business

planning and other value-added services by approach to us with online communication or phones.

Foundry

We can assist in push the self-made product content from enterprise, comply with the needs of the merchant,

and complete the promotion through big data and artificial intelligence technology. It mainly to order the

initiative and source of big data, but not to purchase the specific display in legacy media and search sites.

For more details, please visit the God Big Data www.godbigdata.com
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